Decra Stone Coated Steel Style & Color Chart
Metal Roofing Isn't What it Used to Be
As the original stone coated steel roofing system, the DECRA® product line represents a perfect blending of 50 years of
research and practical experience. Offering the ultimate in performance and engineering design is what DECRA Roofing
Systems are all about.
Manufactured using the finest lightweight aluminum-zinc alloy coated steel, covered with 3M ceramic coated stone granules
and sealed with our exclusive polymer coating, DECRA Roofing Systems are the most beautiful, durable and trouble-free roofs
available today.

Classic Beauty of Handsplit Wood Shake
DECRA Shake XD offers the classic beauty and architectural detail of a thick, rustic, handsplit wood shake combined with the
superior performance and longevity of steel. Shake XD™ is lightweight, durable and provides safety and security beyond other
roofing products. The steel Shake XD™ panels support foot traffic and will not crack, split, curl or break like traditional wood
shakes.

Antique Chestnut

Pinnacle Grey

Classic Elegance of Old World Barrel Tile
Villa Tile combines the superior performance of steel with the classic beauty, elegance and architectural detail of an old world
Italian tile. Durable and lightweight, Villa Tile is walkable and requires little to no maintenance. Available in five new color
variations, you have the opportunity to design and create a roof that satisfies your tastes and needs.

Villa Tile Color Blends
Amalfi Sand

Capri Clay

Pompeii Ash

Rustico Clay

Venetian Gold

Upscale Design of a Dimensional Shingle
If you are looking for the upscale design of a dimensional shingle, DECRA Shingle is the choice for you. DECRA Shingle
offers a classic look that features a traditional distinctive style, reinforced with the strength and longevity of steel. Available in a
variety of natural earth tone colors, these colors incorporate a subtle natural shadow, which enhances the richness and detail of
the roof.

Architectural Shingle at a Fraction of the Weight
DECRA Shingle Plus has the rich bold appearance of a heavy-weight architectural shingle at a fraction of the weight. With its
increased edge thickness and deep distinctive shadow lines, DECRA Shingle Plus provides greater dimensionality and a robust
appearance. This profile adds wonderful appeal to traditionally styled homes and is ideal for those who prefer the look of heavycut shingles.

Canyon Brown

Fawn Grey

Midnight Eclipse

Vintage Slate

Woodland Green

Distinctive Beauty and Richness of Cedar Shake
DECRA Shake is the ideal roof. It offers the distinctive beauty and richness of cedar shake, while providing the durability and
longevity of stone coated steel. This superior product is available in a diverse range of colors guaranteed to complement any
color scheme. From Granite Grey to Sea Green and Chestnut to Weathered Timber, these hues will enhance your roof for years
to come.

Arctic Blue (Tile Only)

Charcoal

Chestnut

Garnet (Tile Only)

Granite Grey

Beauty and Style of Mediterranean Tile
Offering the beauty and style of Mediterranean tile and the lightweight components of stone coated steel, a DECRA Tile roof
adds a unique elegance to any home. With a long-standing reputation for performance, longevity and versatility DECRA Tile
has been an ideal alternative to traditional tile products for over 50 years. From traditional Terracotta to an atypical Arctic Blue,
a wide variety of colors is available.

Sea Green






Shadowood

Terracotta (Tile Only) Weathered Timber Mist Grey

Transferable 50 - Year Limited Warranty (including 120 mph winds and hail penetration)
Class 4 Impact Resistance to UL 2218 by Underwriters Laboratories (highest rating)
Lightweight only 125 lbs.
to 160 lbs. / 100 sq. ft. Installed








Non-Combustible Class A Rated Material
Won’t Crack, Break, Burn, Curl, Split or Rot
Walkable, Low Maintenance
Long Life, Non-Porous, Freeze / Thaw Resistant
Interlocking Panels Provide Weather-Tight Barrier
Reduce Energy Consumption & Landfill Impact

Color Swatches: the stone coated finish has been enlarged to show more detail. Final color selection should be made from an
actual product sample. Fire Safe UL File #R14710; Florida Building Code, Miami-Dade County NOA, CCMC and ICC-ES
reports available at www.decra.com.

